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James, 
Could you buy some bread and walk Spencer? I 
will be home by 8. 

 

Ίhe café will close at 8 p.m. instead 
of 10 p.m. this Ίhursday, due to 
circumstances beyond our control. 
We apologise for any inconvenience. 

To be used by end of October 2017. 
Eat within two days of opening or 
freeze right after opening. 

Free admission to local 
museum after 1 p.m. 

For questions 1–5, read the text and choose the correct answer. 

1. A) James should be back by 8. 
B) James’ mother will take Spencer for a walk. 
C) James must walk the dog and buy some 

bread. 
   

2. A) The café will be closed this Thursday. 
B) An unavoidable problem will affect the 

opening hours this Thursday. 
C) The café always closes early once a week. 

 
3. A) You must exit the museum by 1 p.m. 

B) The museum is open only after 1 p.m. 
C) You don’t have to pay to enter the museum 

after 1 p.m. 

4. A) The product must be thrown away after 
October 2017. 

B) You must not open the product until October 
2017. 

C) You must eat the product as soon as it is 
opened. 

5. A) You must not leave deliveries here. 
You are requested not to block the 
driveway. 
Access needed at all time for loading 
and deliveries. 

B) You must not park here at any time. 
C) You may only park here at night. 

 
For questions 6–10, read and choose the best answer. 

6. I can’t go out with you tomorrow. 
A) That’s too bad! B) No problem, but please don’t be late. C) I’ll meet you there. 

7. Tell me about the party. 
A) OK, I’m listening. B) You’re welcome. C) I’m afraid I didn’t go. 

8. Your apartment is really cozy. 
A) I’m sorry you don’t like it. B) Where is it? C) I think so, too. 

9. Do you like classical music? 
A) I’m going clubbing. B) I find it boring. C) So do I. 

10. What do you think of our new French teacher? 
A) He seems really tough. B) Yes, I am sure he is. C) It is my favourite subject. 
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Read the text. For each space (11–20), choose the correct answer. 

 

 
11.  A) equal B) similar C) same D) alike 

12.  A) an B) the C) that D) this 

13.  A) what B) that C) which D) who 

14.  A) by B) of C) from D) at 

15.  A) reach B) arrive C) get D) come 

16.  A) are B) is C) have D) has 

17.  A) of B) between C) among D) after 

18.  A) become B) receive C) start D) decide 

19.  A) but B) either C) or D) and 

20.  A) his B) their C) its D) her 

 
21. Which reply is a suitable answer to the following question: Do you need a lift home? 

A) I’ll take the stairs. B) Yes, no problem. C) I don’t have a receipt. 
D) Nothing special. E) That’s kind of you. 
 

22. Who was the first African-American First Lady of the USA? 
A) Mary Todd Lincoln B) Condoleezza Rice C) Oprah Winfrey 
D) Nancy Reagan E) Michelle Obama 
 

23. For … information please consult the manager of the department. 
A) farther B) further C) furthest D) farthest E) far   

 

Toy Story is the first movie in the trilogy of the (11) …….… name. Premiering in 2003, the film is 

now considered a classic, revolutionizing (12) …….… animation industry with its humour, memorable 

characters and cleverly-written dialogue. One aspect for (13) …….… it is widely regarded as the best of 

its kind is the fact that it can be enjoyed (14) …….… people of all ages. 

The film tells the story of a group of toys which, in the absence of their owner – a kid named Andy – 

(15) …….… to life. The protagonists (16) …….… Woody, a cowboy, and Buzz, a space ranger that Andy 

receives as a gift at the beginning of the film. A small conflict arises (17) …….… the two of them as to 

who is Andy’s favorite toy, but they quickly (18) …….… friends afterwards. 

Many critics praise it for both its originality (19) …….… its animation, but Toy Story’s greatest trait 

is that it can be watched again, year after year, never losing (20) …….… magic. 
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24. The national flower of Northern Ireland is the … . 
A) rose B) daffodil C) leek D) shamrock E) thistle 

 
 

25. This sport is very popular in America. There are nine people in each team. You hit the ball and run 
around three bases to reach home. What sport is it? 
A) rugby B) football C) basketball D) soccer E) baseball 

26. My grandparents gave me … very useful advice before I left for college. 
A) a B) some C) an         D) a few       E) many 

 

27. William, Duke of Cambridge, formally known as Prince William, is married to …, Duchess of 
Cambridge. 

A) Victoria          B) Catherine         C) Camilla         D) Christine          E) Charlotte 
 

28. Earthquakes are fascinating natural … . 
A) phenomenon   B) phenomens C) phenomena D) phenominus E) phenomen 

    

29. Where is the group U2 from? 
A) Canada B) Ireland 

 
C) England 

 
D) Australia 

 
E) Scotland 

 

30. What do we call a machine used in shops that shows and records the amount of money you have to 
pay? 
A) a counter B) a drawer C) a cashier D) a cash register         E) a cashmere 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


